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Capacitive Transduction for Liquid Crystal-Based
Sensors, Part I: Ordered System
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Abstract—In this paper, the theory for tracking the average
molecular orientation of a liquid crystal (LC) material via capaci-
tive sensing of anisotropic media is presented. The candidate LC
sensor structure utilizes interdigital electrodes. Two capacitive
measurements in orthogonal direction can track the director
axis of nematic LC material in a homogenous ordered LC film.
The sensitivity for the sensor at different alignments is studied.
The candidate sensors have been fabricated and experimentally
verified. Both experimental and calculated values for capacitances
of selected interdigital fingers sensor structures are presented.

Index Terms—Biosensors, capacitive sensing, chemical sensors,
liquid crystal (LC).

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, nematic liquid crystal (LC) systems have
proven to be excellent candidates for reliable, sensitive,

low cost sensors for chemical and biological agents [1]–[10].
In LC-based sensors, the presence of a chemical or biological
agent causes a change in the alignment of the LC material
[11]–[19]. Due to the collective behavior and the highly
anisotropic properties of LC molecules, detection of very low
levels of chemical and biological agents are possible [11]–[19].
Researchers from the University of Wisconsin have demon-
strated surface-driven orientational changes of LC molecules in
both chemical and biological systems with sensitivity levels as
low as ten parts per billion. In addition, nematic LCs have also
been used to amplify protein binding events [11], [12]. In each
of these examples, visual inspection or optical microscopy has
been used to sense the deformations within the LC material. In
this paper, an alternative transduction mechanism is presented
based on capacitive measurements in highly anisotropic media.
The innovation of this work is the first ever demonstrated
capacitive transduction in an LC sensor.

Switching to a capacitive transduction mechanism from the
present optical techniques in LC-based sensors offers some
noteworthy advantages. First, it provides greater insight into
the fundamental distortion occurring in the LC film due to
the presence of chemical and biological agents. Rather than
simply sensing the LC distortion, capacitive techniques offer
the ability to identify and track the average deformation [20].
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Second, capacitive sensing does not require visual inspection
and consumes little power which makes it ideal for a remotely
deployable sensor. Third, the removal of the optical trans-
parency requirement of the substrate allows for a broader class
of substrate selection. For instance, one of the substrates could
be silicon to allow for integration of electronics and the other
could be a porous ceramic to help facilitate the movement of
chemical or biological agents to the sensing interface. These
advantages and others provide a compelling argument to inves-
tigate the capacitive sensing approach.

In this paper, the theory for tracking the average molec-
ular orientation of an LC material via capacitive sensing of
anisotropic media is presented. Moreover, the LC material will
assume to be homogeneous and, thus, can be treated as an
ordered uniaxial crystal. In some cases, the LC film will be par-
tially disordered. This is especially true when the temperature
is elevated close to the LC phase transition temperature. An
upcoming paper presently in preparation will address the issue
of a partially disorder LC film in which the LC can be treated
as an inhomogeneous material.

Background information for LC sensors for tracking director
axis orientation via capacitive sensing and for practical sensor
designs is provided in Section II. The theory to model capaci-
tive changes in homogeneous anisotropic media using 2-D finite
difference method is given in Section III. Section IV contains
simulation and experimental results and discussion of these re-
sults, while the conclusion is presented in Section V.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

In nematic LC-based sensors, the molecular alignment in LC
film is altered in response to some environmental condition.
For most chemical and biological sensors, the orientational be-
havior of LCs near surfaces is exploited. A homeotropic align-
ment will change to homogeneous as was demonstrated by Ab-
bott and Shah [11] in detecting parts-per-billion concentration
of dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP). Another example is
when a homogeneous alignment at a given angle will rotate
to a homogeneous alignment at a different angle as shown in
[11]. Due to the collective behavior of molecules forming LCs,
a change in the structure at the surface caused by the binding
of a chemical or biological agent is amplified into a significant
change in the average molecular alignment of the LC film. The
mechanisms for sensing biological and chemical agents and its
impact on the alignment of the film is well described in the lit-
erature and the readers are referred to the cited references for
details.

The capacitive transduction in LC-based sensors exhibits a
change in capacitance in response to a change in the molecular
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Fig. 1. The cube model illustrating the director axis tracking.

deformation in the LC film. The objective of this paper is to pro-
vide insight into the molecular behavior inside the LC film and
to illustrate how capacitive measurements can uniquely track
the average molecular distortion, or the director axis, in an or-
dered LC film. As previously mentioned, the LC film will be
represented locally as an ordered uniaxial crystal that exhibits
two electrical permittivities, the parallel permittivity, , for the
electric field traveling in parallel with the director axis, and the
perpendicular permittivity for the electric field traveling in
perpendicular with the director axis. The permittivity tensor, ,
in the director axis principal coordinate system is given by [22]

(1)

The following sections describe how capacitive measure-
ments can uniquely define the axis of symmetry of a uniaxial
crystal under ideal and practical electrode configurations.

A. Capacitive Sensing

A simplified view for sensing the axis of symmetry for a uni-
axial crystal using capacitive measurements can be illustrated
by demonstrating a cube filled with a rode-like nematic LC
material and considering two parallel plate capacitance mea-
surements, as shown in Fig. 1. First, the electrodes are posi-
tioned to provide a transverse capacitance in the -direction, as
in Fig. 1(a), and then moved to provide a transverse capacitance
in the -direction, as in Fig. 1(b). The director axis is denoted
by , where without loss of generality, the director axis has unit
length . The capacitance between the parallel plates is
given by

(2)

in which , , or , is the effective relative permittivity
of the LC material in the direction of the electric field, where the
electric field is assumed to be in the direction, is the permit-
tivity of the free space, is the area of each plate, and is the
separation between the parallel plates. Let , , and be the
angles between the director axis and the laboratory frame axes

, , and , respectively. When the electric field penetrates the
LC film along with the axis, it exhibits an effective permittivity
given by

(3)

Fig. 2. A unique solution is shown in each octant.

where could be either , , or . These angles can be de-
fined according to the standard Euler’s angles as follows, let the
zenithal angle, , be the angle between the director axis and the

axis, where the azimuthal angle, , is the angle between the
axis and the projection of the director axis onto the plane.
Therefore, ,
and . The director axis vector can be expressed in terms
of and as

(4)

where the effective permittivities can be expressed in terms of
and as

(5)

where is the dielectric anisotropy.
Since the effective permittivity depends on and , these

angles can be determined by performing capacitance measure-
ments. This test shows that only two capacitance measurements
between two perpendicular electrodes are required to track the
average orientation of the director axis of the ordered nematic
LC material.

Although two capacitance measurements are required to de-
fine the director axis vector, these measurements will lead to
eight different solutions of and . For example, take the mea-
sured capacitances in the and directions; all the solutions that
satisfy each of these measurements are shown in Fig. 2. Since

and are indistinguishable, the upper and lower circles in
Fig. 2 represent all the solutions that have the same , where
the right and left circles represent all the solutions that have the
same . The intersections of these circles lead to eight different
solutions (these solutions can also be obtained for this particular
case by solving and for and ). These solutions are

, , , , , ,
and , where and are in the range

. It is noticed that each pair belongs to a different oc-
tant, which means the solution is unique is any octant.
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Fig. 3. Top view of a W � L interdigitated electrodes sensor.

Fig. 4. A cross section of one unit cell of Structure I in the x-z plane.

B. Practical Implementation

Although the cube discussed above is appropriate to illustrate
the concept of sensing the director axis using capacitance mea-
surements, the cube is not practical for LC materials since LCs
are typically in the form of films. A possible electrode design
for tracking the director axis is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This de-
sign will be called Structure I. In Fig. 3, a top view of the sensor
in the - plane is shown, while Fig. 4 shows a cross section of
one unit cell of the sensor in the - plane. A continuous elec-
trode is deposited on a glass substrate and interdigitated elec-
trodes on another glass substrate. The LC film of thickness
is sandwiched between the two substrates. In fact, Fig. 4 shows
one unit cell pattern, when this pattern is repeated, the resulting
structure is called the “interdigital” structure, as in Fig. 3.

By applying various electrical potentials to the three elec-
trodes, both fringing and transverse capacitances can be mea-
sured as those shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the transverse capaci-
tances are denoted by , where the fringing capacitance is
denoted by . When and are tied together, the transverse
capacitance can be measured between the electrode (or )
and . Measuring the fringing capacitance requires fringing
electric field between and , this can be achieved when

. It is important to notice that the potentials used to mea-
sure the capacitance in this sensor should not exceed the Freed-
dericksz transition electric field strength ( 400 volts/cm) or the
LC molecules will rotate as a function of the potential [24].

Fig. 5. The symbolic representation of the transverse and fringing capacitance
between the electrodes of the Structure I.

Fig. 6. Top view of Structure II.

Fig. 7. A cross section of one unit cell of Structure II in the x � z plane.

The results will show later that the transverse capacitance de-
pends only on , where the fringing capacitance depends on both

and . By measuring the transverse capacitance, the angle
could be determined while measuring the fringing one (where
is available), the angle could be determined.

Another useful electrode design is Structure II which consists
of two perpendicular interdigitated cells. A top view is shown in
Fig. 6, while a cross section of one unit cell is shown in Fig. 7.
In this structure, two perpendicular interdigitated cells allow
tracking of the director axis, where the top electrode is not re-
quired. In the absence of a top interface, the LC molecules will
only maintain a controlled alignment near the surface. Using the
spacing between the interdigitated electrodes to limit the electric
field penetration depth, only LC layer(s) close to the electrodes
can be monitored. For example, as reported by Kim and Lee
[21], 95% of the electric field lines will penetrate only m
of the LC film when m. Using this structure allows
measuring two independent fringing capacitances, each capaci-
tance depends on both and . These capacitances will be called

and , as illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. The symbolic representation of the fringing capacitance between the
electrodes of Structure II.

Fig. 9. Graphical display of one unit cell in a potential field that is divided into
�x ��z regions to solve Maxwell’s equation for V .

III. THEORY

Although some analytical techniques, such as conformal
mapping, are used to derive a closed form for the interdigi-
tated structure capacitance associated with homogenous and
isotropic material such as conformal mapping, there is no
such formula to calculate this capacitance in the presence of
anisotropic material. In this section, a numerical method will
be used to calculate the transverse and fringing capacitances in
the presence of an LC material. Since the LC film is assumed to
be anisotropic, the electric field in LC film satisfies Maxwell’s
equation [12]

(6)

where is the permittivity tensor and is the electric field, both
in the laboratory frame coordinate system. Maxwell’s equation
will be solved in two regions, the uniaxial LC film and the glass
substrate. Fig. 9 shows a one unit cell mesh grid used to solve
this problem.

The reason for choosing the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 9,
rather than half of it is that the electric field lines the right-half
side of this unit cell is not always symmetrical to electric field
lines the left half side when uniaxial LC film is used. For ex-
ample, Fig. 10 shows the electric field vector and the equipo-
tential lines for both structures when . The electric
field is represented in arrows where the directions of the ar-
rows represent the direction of the electric field at the points
and the magnitudes of the arrows represent the magnitude of

Fig. 10. Asymmetry in the electric field vectors and equipotential lines when
� = � = 45 in one unit cell of the sensor structure (a) with top electrode
(Structure I) and (b) without top electrode (Structure II).

the electric field at these points. The solid curves represent the
equipotential lines. It is obviously shown that the electric field
as well as the equipotential lines in the right-half side of Fig. 10
are not symmetrical to those in the left-half side.

The analysis is applied to one unit cell, and by making full
use of symmetry, the capacitance for the whole structure can be
evaluated. Let the capacitance per unit cell per length is and
the capacitance of the edge is neglected, then the total capaci-
tance of the interdigital sensor is given by

(7)

where is the number of unit cells and is the length of the
electrode fingers.

A. Solving Equation (6) Inside the LC Film

Since the LC film is anisotropic material, the permittivity
is a tensor represented by a 3 3 matrix. Due to the uniaxial
nature of the LC film, the permittivity tensor is symmetrical.
Simplifying (6) will end up with a simple partial differential
equation

(8)

where

(9)
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The partial differential equation in (8) will be solved for the po-
tential at random point, , using the finite difference
method (FDM). By applying FDM to (8), the potential at the

node is given by

(10)

where

(11)

B. Solving Equation (6) Inside the Glass Substrate

The glass is an isotropic material with dielectric constant .
Therefore, Maxwell’s equation in (8) is simplified to

(12)

Solving (12) for at the node gives

(13)

C. Calculating the Capacitance

The capacitance per unit cell per length between any two elec-
trodes can be calculated as follows:

(14)

where is the potential difference between the two electrodes
and is the charge per unit length which could be calculated
by applying Gauss’s law to a closed path enclosing the elec-
trode [23]

(15)

Since the parasitic capacitances in both structures are very small
and neglected with respect to the fringing and

transverse capacitances , they are ignored in
the capacitance modeling.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are presented to provide in-
sight into capacitive transduction for both structures. First, the
capacitances in both structures as functions of the director axis
orientation are given. Second, numerical examples are given to
illustrate the link between the capacitance measurements and
the director axis orientation. Third, the sensitivity of the capaci-
tance as a function of the director axis orientation is specified to
aid in optimizing the electrode structure and initial orientation.
Finally, experimental results are presented and compared with
the calculated ones.

Fig. 11. Transverse capacitance of Structure I, C in pF, as a function of �.

Fig. 12. Fringing capacitance of Structure I,C in pF, as a function of � and �.

For Structure I with mm, m and when a
4- m-thick 5CB LC film is used, the transverse capacitance as a
function of is shown in Fig. 11 where the fringing capacitance
as a function of and is shown in Fig. 12. As a numerical
example to show how this structure could be used to track the
director axis orientation, i.e., , when the measured capaci-
tances are pF and pF. From Fig. 11, it is
shown that the angle corresponding to 251.5 pF is ,
while from Fig. 12, the angle corresponding to and

pF is .
In the case of Structure II with mm, m

and when 5CB LC film is used, the two fringing capacitances
and , as functions of and are shown in Figs. 13 and

14, respectively. This structure also with two fringing capaci-
tance measurements could be used to track the director axis. As
an example, for the fringing capacitances pF
and pF, the solutions that satisfy each one of
these measurements are shown in Fig. 15. Although there are
many different solutions which satisfies each one of these ca-
pacitances, there is only one solution that satisfies both. This
solution is the intersection between both curves shown in Fig. 15
which is (68.2 , 24.7 ).
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Fig. 13. Fringing capacitance of Structure IIC in pF as a function of � and �.

Fig. 14. Fringing capacitance of Structure II,C in pF, as a function of � and�.

Fig. 15. Results of an example illustrates the tracking of director axis orienta-
tion using Structure II when C = 111:14 pF and C = 93:82 pF.

A prior knowledge of how the orientation of the LC molecules
will likely reorient in response to some environmental stimulus
is critical to optimizing the performance of the sensor. The elec-
trode structure and the initial state of orientation impact the sen-
sitivity. For instance, a change in the zenithal angle , which is
anticipated with alignment changes between homeotropic and
homogeneous, will result in a large change to the transverse ca-
pacitance in Structure I. However, a change in the azimuthal

Fig. 16. Sensitivity, in pF/degree, of the transverse capacitance of Structure I.

Fig. 17. Sensitivity, in pF/degree, of the fringing capacitance for different
values of �, as a function of �, for both structures.

angle, , seen when the homogeneous alignment rotates pro-
vides no change in the transverse capacitance in that structure.
The sensitivity of the transverse capacitance is shown in Fig. 16.
The maximum occurs at and is independent of . The
sensitivity of the fringing field capacitance for both electrode
structures is a function of both the zenithal and azimuthal an-
gles. Fig. 17 illustrates the sensitivity of the fringing field ca-
pacitance as a function of given the is 0 , 45 , and 90 . As
expected, the sensitivity is a maximum when (homo-
geneous alignment) and is insensitive at (homeotropic
alignment). Fig. 18 illustrates the sensitivity of the fringing ca-
pacitance as a function of the given the . Although
Structure II offers some advantages over Structure I because the
assembly of the top electrode is not required, results show that
Structure II has less sensitivity when the molecules change from
homeotropic to homogenous alignment. In Fig. 19, we observe,
the change in the fringing capacitance when the molecules’
initial orientation is a homogenous alignment at
with respect to the axis. When all the molecules experience
90 clockwise (CW) rotation to another homogenous alignment
(the upper curve), the capacitance passes through maximum.
When the molecules experience 90 counter clockwise rotation
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Fig. 18. Sensitivity, in pF/degree, of the fringing capacitance when the director
axis changes from homeotropic to homogenous with � = 0, for both structures.

Fig. 19. Change in fringing capacitanceC from an initial homogenous align-
ment at � = 35 by rotating 90 CW and CCW.

(CCW) to another homogenous alignment (the lower curve), the
capacitance passes through minimum.

The behavior of the previously discussed sensor in the pres-
ence of nematic LC film was investigated experimentally. Inter-
digitated electrodes structures with mm, mm,
and m have been fabricated and tested. Different
thicknesses of BL006 (Merck) LC films have been used. The
molecules were aligned to behave in a homeotropic alignment,
where and in a homogenous alignment, where ,
where is set to different values between 0 and 90 . Test cells
of this fabricated LC-based sensor are shown in Fig. 20. The
capacitances at these angles were calculated numerically and
measured experimentally by an Agilent 4263B LCR meter. For
Structure I, the measured versus the calculated fringing capaci-
tance as a function of with a 13 m homogeneously aligned
BL006 film is shown in Fig. 21. For Structure II, a thick enough
LC film is used. When the molecules are in homeotropic align-
ment, the fringing capacitance is independent of . In this case,
the average measured capacitance is 74.2 pF compared with the
calculated one 70.7 pF. For the homogenous alignment cases,
both the calculated and measured capacitances are shown in
Fig. 22.

Fig. 20. Test cells of the LC-based sensor.

Fig. 21. Experimental and calculated results of Structure I for a homogeneous
alignment when � = 90.

Fig. 22. Experimental and calculated results of Structure II for a homogeneous
alignment when � = 90.

V. CONCLUSION

The method of capacitive transduction for LC-based sensors
has been presented and tested. Sensors with interdigitated elec-
trodes can be used to track the director axis of an ordered ne-
matic LC film. Two capacitance measurements are needed to
track the average alignment of the LC molecules. However, the
electrode structures which were given in this paper are not the
only possibility and may not be the ideal structure for every
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sensor. The follow-up paper will focus on partially disordered
LC films, where the molecules may have different orientations
inside the LC film. In this case, capacitive transduction will
be used to track the average molecular orientation (the director
axis) as well as the degree of disorder inside the LC film.
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